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The 2 SAFI Services – An overview
The SAFI toolbox offers two levels of service tailored to specific user requirements. The first is the SAFI PRO
Mini-Web tool, a customer-specific tailored Decision Support Tool, which is developed with clients to meet
their needs. The second is the SAFI ADVANCED Web-GIS tool, which provides not only more functions, but
also more enhanced functionality.

The SAFI PRO Mini-Web Tool – Tailored Decision Support for Aquaculture and Fisheries
The SAFI PRO tool (http://acri-he.fr/projects/safi) is a first level of tool customised for each user profile of
SAFI. The SAFI PRO tool provides a range of functions to users in the fisheries and aquaculture sectors:
•
•
•
•

Access to the SAFI environmental database including historic and near-real-time data, as well as
forecast when possible (e.g. waves)
Access to the SAFI designed indicators relevant to the activity;
Maps presented over customised areas of interest;
Time-series extraction over users’ locations of interest, with access to reference information from
the climatology.

Developed with clients, the delivered tool incorporates a series of layers of information/data, created by
SAFI researchers according to the latest developments in Earth Observation resources. These datasets are
continually being updated to ensure temporal consistency, and expanded and adapted to research
requirements. Through established data processing links, the tool ensures the access of the SAFI community
to the benefits of the Copernicus programme, and the wealth of data it contains.

The SAFI ADVANCED Web-GIS Tool – Information Exploration for Aquaculture and Fisheries
The more functionality-rich and capability-enhanced version of the SAFI Service is the SAFI ADVANCED tool
(http://safiservices.ucc.ie/Web-GIS2).This provides a range of functions and tools for users in the fisheries
and aquaculture sectors. Aquaculture optimal site indicators developed through the SAFI project are
available. SAFI ADVANCED also allows users to access the data resources and processing power of the
Coastal Thematic Exploitation Platform (Coastal-TEP, or C-TEP) developed by ACRI and partners, on behalf of
the European Space Agency (ESA). This link vastly enhances Users capabilities in terms of gathering
information for decisions-support.
Full access to the SAFI database is enabled for users of the SAFI ADVANCED Web-GIS service. Furthermore,
remote processing (extractions, statistics, and data combination for spatial analyses) is offered via the tool,
providing a comprehensive set of functionalities including:
• In-depth access to the SAFI database including historic and near-real-time marine environmental
data (from Earth Observation and models);
• Remote data processing capabilities for individual research needs;
• Time-series extraction;
• Statistical analysis;
• Site identification based on user-specified criteria.
With access to a standalone, baseline data hub, the SAFI ADVANCED Web-GIS tool not only incorporates all
data available through the SAFI PRO Mini-Webs, but through the Coastal-TEP delivers information more
tailored to the flexible needs of clients and users of the service. This tool enables users to derive their own
information from the data hosted by SAFI, exploring new regions, and species. It also ensures enhanced
access for the SAFI community to the benefits of the Copernicus programme, and the wealth of data it
contains, and the data it will include in the future.
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The SAFI PRO Mini-Web tool
http://acri-he.fr/projects/safi/
Shown in Figure 1 is the basic welcome page to the series of SAFI
Mini-Web tools. For SAFI Service clients in the future, an
individual dedicated access link with restricted access to the clients’ information hub will be arranged. The
general access point is shown here for demonstration purposes only.
The portal operates using the typical point-and-click, scroll, and pan functionalities currently commonplace
in navigation systems. To access a case study area, or your tailored Mini-Web, simply click on the red box
which encompasses your area of interest.

Figure 1: The primary SAFI PRO Mini-Web portal.

How to use the SAFI PRO Mini-Web tool.
The main display for exploring your area of interest and information collection is shown in Figure 2. This
appears after you click on the red box as outlined above. There are two parts to this portal. The left side
contains the map display, which updates automatically as you change parameters, and which you can zoom
in/out, and pan around. On the right is your parameter discovery, and graphic display area. Clicking on one
of the red buoy flags in the map activates the right-hand parameter discovery area (shown in Figure 3). The
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buoy flag selected is now coloured yellow, indicating that this is where all the data you are viewing comes
from.

Figure 2: The tailored regional area of interest, showing the non-activated parameter discovery area.

Figure 3: An activated parameter discovery area (this time showing Chlorophyll-a concentrations).

Once activated, a number of functionalities become available to you. For example, you can start changing
the parameter you are looking at (Figure 4), using the drop down list. To the right of the drop-down menu is
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a red square, which if clicked opens a pdf for you to either view online, or save to your computer. This freely
downloadable document describes the parameter displayed in more extensive detail than the overviews
provided above.
Also, for the particular site you have clicked on, the time-series (if available) of the parameter displayed is
graphically represented. This graph is made of a single year, with monthly divisions. Multiple time-series are
displayed on the same graph by different coloured lines. The maximum and minimum values of the weekly
data for the same week of the year are show by means of a light blue boundary. These weekly min/max
values are computed over all the years with available data. Try moving your mouse along the graph. The
values from each annual time-series at that particular time in the year displays as you do so, allowing you to
explore inter-annual differences, and similarities. In parallel, when hovering over the graph time-series, the
map on the left-hand window is updated (the date of map shown is given in the map). When several timeseries are shown, the map from the most recent year is shown on the map. To remove a year from the timeseries graph, you can click on the year directly in the legend menu. Clicking again will make it appear again.
The years available for each dataset are described in the pdf info sheets available for download to the right
of the dataset rolling menu.
The data download tab can be found as a grey download tab to the top left of the graph (encircled in blue in
Figure 3). Clicking here activates a Download function whereby you can create a copy of the parameter timeseries in .csv format.
To the top-right of the Graph there is a square of three horizontal lines (encircled in Red in Figure 3). Clicking
here opens a graphical download menu, where the displayed graph can be downloaded in a variety of image
and document formats, or even be directly sent to your printer for printing.

Figure 4: Selecting a parameter of interest to view.
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Navigating through maps
The basic map navigation and interpretation tools and guides are shown in Figure 5

Figure 5: The map area of the SAFI PRO tool.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Zoom in and Zoom out (can also be done using the mouse and mouse wheel, similar to how you would navigate Google
Earth).
Full Screen (Expand the map to encompass the whole screen.
Further information on the base image (the land image)
An un-opened data site where in-situ and time-series data are available. Simply click to view.
An opened data site, indicated by the buoy flag coloured Yellow.
The legend for the parameter that is being visualised for you in the map (Pictured: Sea Surface Temperature)
The Date of the data being visualised

As mentioned before, the navigation between maps in time (when available for the parameter) are done
using the graph time series.
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Time-series
A good example for exploring time-series can be seen when looking at Sea Surface Temperature, particularly
at higher latitudes. Shown in Figure 6 is the Gulf of Cadiz case study area, and SST data gathered in 23rd April
(top), and in 31st August (bottom) for four years (2012, 2013, 2014, and 2016). In the parameter discovery
area, you can clearly see the annual cycle of temperature increase and decrease, the various yearly
comparisons, and the parameter values displayed when the mouse is held over the graph. It is worth noting
that the map display will automatically update to display the date you are holding the mouse over on the
graphical chart.

Figure 6: Exploring time-series of SST data using the SAFI PRO tool.
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Finding information layer documentation
To the right of the drop-down menu is a red square (highlighted by a red circle in Figure 7). which if clicked
opens a pdf for you to open, or save to your computer. This freely downloadable pdf document describes
the parameter displayed in extensive detail, together with validation information (when available), more
than the overviews provided above. To download or print the document direct from your web-browser,
simply click on the download or print buttons shown in Figure 7 (encircled in Red).

Figure 7: Where to find out more information about the parameter you are looking at.

Printing off charts and downloading data
For users who would like to either do some of their own work on the data, or incorporate the graphical
representations into their reports or site analyses, the SAFI PRO Mini-Web tool provides a number of options
for them to do so. The data download tab can be found as a grey download tab to the top left of the graph
(encircled in blue in Figure 8). Clicking here activates a Download function whereby you can create a copy of
the parameter time-series in .csv format.
To the top-right of the Graph there is a square of three horizontal lines (encircled in Red in Figure 8). Clicking
here opens a graphical download menu, where the displayed graph can be downloaded in a variety of image
and document formats, or even be directly sent to your printer for printing.
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Figure 8: The download and print graph tools in the SAFI PRO Mini-Web tool.

Figure 9: Ready to print – a pre-print dialogue box, activated by clicking on “Print chart”.
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Looking at your site using the latest satellite imagery.
The SAFI PRO Mini-Web tool allows you to access near-real-time imagery of your site of interest, collected by
the Sentinel-2 satellite sensors. To do this, simply click on a buoy of interest (Figure 10), select the Sentinel-2
option in the parameter drop-down menu (Figure 11). The map area will automatically zoom to the flag area
taking in an appropriate area for the image to fit. Then use the timeslider (encircled in Figure 12), to move
through the imagery available and examine your site in RGB.

Figure 10: Selecting your site for examination using Sentinel-2 imagery.

Figure 11: Selecting the Sentinel-2 imagery option from the parameter drop-down menu.
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Figure 12: The zoomed in map, Sentinel-2 image, and timeslider to explore further images of your site.

Using the Notebook
The SAFI PRO tool has an interesting feature which allows you to jot down notes for future reference on your
site of interest. To use this tool, simply go to the parameter drop down menu, scroll down to the last option
“notebook”, and click on it. This opens a notebook page (Figure 13) in the parameter exploration area,
where you can input notes on your site. By hitting “save notebook” (encircled in Red), you can ensure your
notes are not lost while you explore different parameters. To finish simply copy and paste you notes into a
word document, or similar format, and save to your computer for future use.

Figure 13: The SAFI PRO Notebook tool allows you to record observations you make during your site investigation
using the different parameters available.
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Getting your own SAFI PRO Mini-Web tool developed – How to.
A specific page (Figure 14) has been setup to
allow potential users to contact SAFI team for
setting up a specific Mini-Web tool for their area.

http://acri-he.fr/projects/safi/form.php

A trial version will be made available (with limited access to historic data) for a defined period (currently 1
month, but can evolve). You can find the link to request this trial setup from the main SAFI Mini-Web home
page. Alternatively go to http://acri-he.fr/projects/safi/form.php to request a specific page.

Figure 14: How to request a free trial of the SAFI Pro Mini-Web tool.
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The SAFI ADVANCED Web-GIS tool

http://safiservices.ucc.ie/webgis2

The Basics – Interacting with the SAFI ADVANCED web-GIS tool.
The following sections outline a number of the key functionalities you can use to explore potential sites, and
discover their potential suitability for developments.
• Exploring data on the Atlas
• The Basics of interacting with the SAFI Web-GIS, and key terminology
• Layers and Advanced Tools Area
• The Map Atlas – basic exploration tools
• General Look and Pane Layout
• Accessing information on the Science underpinning layers.
• Creating your own layers deploying the power of Big Data
o Time-series extraction
o Statistics over space
o Statistics over time
o Mask generation
To start off, simply login using your username and password supplied to you by the SAFI team (Figure 15).
This brings you to the main data display Web-GIS, from where you can begin your information exploration
(Figure 16). The primary work areas of this tool are outlined in Figure 17.

Figure 15: The SAFI ADVANCED Login Page

Figure 16: Your opened SAFI ADVANCED window
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Banner Area
Layers

Map Area

Legends

&

& Tools

Basic exploration tools

Background information Area
Figure 17: Work areas of the SAFI ADVANCED tool

Key Terminology to help you use the tool
What is a “Layer”?
When we refer to a “layer” in the SAFI web-GIS tool, we refer to the mechanism used to visualise elements
of a dataset. A single dataset can create multiple “layers” within the SAFI web-GIS tool, each displaying a
different aspect of the information contained in the dataset. In contrast, a single layer can only be associated
with a single underlying dataset from which its visualised information is derived.

“Base” layers
Base Layers are background datasets that put the datasets you are looking at in context. They have been
provided by external organisations such as Open Street Map, ESRI, and Google.
The simplest base-layer is the “Light Grey” layer, with the others being of increasing complexity. Only a
single base layer can be displayed at any one time to accompany your datasets of interest.
To toggle between base-layers click the blue “+” circle in the top right of the map window. There you’ll be
able to select another layer layer name.

“Legend”
For any layers that are switched on and are currently being visualised in the Map Atlas pane, their symbology
and meaning are automatically displayed in the Legend tab for easy interpretation of what you see in the
Map Atlas.
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Layers & Advanced Tools
The layers and Advanced Tools pane of The SAFI web-GIS tool allows you to find and display layers of
information (information extracted from Earth Observation data using methods developed during the SAFI
project). The Advanced Tools tab (“Create New Layer”) is shown in Figure 18 encircled in blue. Use of this
area is discussed later in detail, but note that it is here.

Figure 18: The Layers and Advanced Tools area of the Web-GIS

To find and open a layer first go to the Search tab (Figure 19) and select the area you are interested in
(currently All, Europe or Morocco). Then select from the range of products available (Figure 20). Here we
selected “All” to give you an idea of the full spread of information held in the system.

Figure 19: The search tab which you use to discover all the layers of information available to you.
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Figure 20: Selecting from the drop down list of available information.

By clicking on the layer (Figure 21), not only can you switch it on and off, but you also access further
information on the data being displayed to appear in the Information Area. When clicked, this opens a pdf
link in your web browser, which you can either read online, download, or print directly from your webbrowser.

Figure 21: Click on the layer of interest (here Chl-a) and further information on the data being displayed appears.

To aid you in finding out more information about a feature/area of interest, the SAFI map area has an info
button. This allows you to query the attributes (extra information) associated with a point, line or polygon
feature on the map, or alternatively query a site to see the exact values being displayed (see Figure 22).
To avail of this feature, simply move the cursor over the information button
in the map area, left click,
then move the cursor over your feature of interest and left click again. The information for that feature, or
area will then appear as a mini-window (Figure 22)
The extra information available in the dataset’s attributes will appear as a table. If there are multiple
datasets displaying at that particular location at the same time the extra information regarding all those
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datasets will be displayed. Simply scroll down (using the scroll bar on the right) to get to the particular set of
information you want to view.

Figure 22: Explore the layer using the map tools (described below).

Note that the value of the parameter visualised is also shown when the mouse is held over the map in the
bottom right corner of the map window “pixel value: …”.

Adding your own data
The SAFI ADVANCED tool offers you the capability to upload external data held somewhere else online. This
capability is enabled using a WMS layer tool
(shown in Figure 23). To use it, simply get the http://
address of the data layer you want to link in (see Figure 24 to see an example of what a WMS address looks
like). Open the WMS layer tool, paste the address in, and click okay. The layer will be integrated by the
system, and appears as a clickable layer in the layer pane (indicated in Figure 24).

Figure 23: The WMS layer tool window, showing a pasted in link.
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Figure 24: An example layer (CORINE), where to put the WMS link, and where the uploaded layer appears in the Layers pane.

The Map Atlas
The Map Atlas area (Figure 25) is where defined aspects of the datasets are visualised as overlapping layers.
Multiple layers of information can be viewed together, whilst an array of tools allow you to explore the
datasets further, query their attributes, and examine their spatial relationships.

Figure 25: The Map Atlas Area, where you can explore the data being displayed.
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Navigating the Atlas & Discovering data
Location
As you move the cursor over the Map Atlas, the underlying geographic coordinate is displayed on the
bottom right of the Map Atlas Window (encircled in the image to the left).
The coordinate is displayed in Decimal Degrees, using the WGS1984 datum.
Moving the map area around.
There are a number of ways you can pan (move) the map viewed within the Map Atlas pane to new areas.
1. Zoom out, and then zoom back in on a new area of interest (using the zoom functions in A and C
above.
2. Hold the cursor over the map area, then left click and hold. Moving the mouse left/right/up/down
will similarly move the map area
3. Use the navigation arrows on the top left of the Map Atlas area (B above) to move the area North
(up)/ South (down)/ East (right)/ West (left).
Zooming in/out
There are a number of ways you can focus in on, or zoom out from areas/features of interest.
1. Buttons on the left hand side of the Map Atlas to Zoom In (+) or Zoom Out (-). Simply left click on the
+ or - sign to zoom in or zoom out by a default distance.
2. Use the slider below the +/- Zoom In/Zoom Out button to achieve the same.
3. Quickly double-click anywhere in the Map Atlas to zoom in on that area/feature. The point over
which you clicked will become the central point of the zoomed in area.
4. If your mouse has a scroll wheel, simply hold the cursor over and area of interest and scroll back and
forth to zoom out or zoom in.
5. Use the Zoom-in, and Zoom-out tools
in the tool bar at the top of the Map Atlas (C above).
Select the tool, go to an area of interest in the Map Atlas, and either double left click the mouse to
zoom in / out, or left click hold and drag the mouse to create a rectangular area of interest which the
Map Atlas will zoom in or out to fit it into the Map Atlas visualisation window.
6. For a global view of the Map set at its furthest extent, click on the “Zoom to maximum extent”
(first button in the Map Atlas toolbar).
7. To zoom into a particular pre-set region, go to the search list
at the top right of the
Map Atlas (E above), left click on the down arrow, and select the pre-set area of interest to you, and
left click. The map will automatically adjust to zoom in on the area of interest to you.

Finding out more information about a feature/area of interest
As described above, the info button
polygon on the map.

allows you to query the attributes associated with a point, line or

To avail of this feature, simply click on the information button , then click over your feature of interest
and left click. The extra information available in the dataset’s attributes will then appear as a table.
Fine-Tuning Layer displays (time-series of data)
For many layers, the SAFI web-GIS Tool allows you to bring up parameter data layers from different dates. To
use, simply make sure the layer is switched on in the Search tab, then go to the time slider (indicated in
Figure 26) and move the slider

back and forth until the desired date is displayed.
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To move the slider, simply move the cursor over the slider, left click and hold the mouse button, then move
the slider left and right. When the desired date is reached release the mouse button, and the Map Atlas will
implement the change, refining the layer display in the Map Atlas pane to improve your visualisation.
Alternatively hit the play button,
pausing it when you reach your date of interest. Using the
play button is also a good way to view the range of information available to you. By using this functionality,
you can explore how parameters change in your area over the course of a year, over the latest dates
available, or between years (comparing Figure 26 and Figure 27).

Figure 26: Displaying Chlorophyll-a concentration data from 12th September 2016, with the time-slider highlighted.

Figure 27: displaying available Chlorophyll-a concentration data from three days later (15th September 2016),
discovered using the time-slider.
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Basic Map Atlas Tools
There are a number of map atlas tools you can avail of in the SAFI web-GIS Map area (Figure 28). These aid
you in exploring the spatial and information aspects of the datasets displayed on the Map Atlas.
Figure 28: The map atlas tool bar, with the various basic map exploration tools provided.

Maximum zoom
Zoom to full extent of the Map Atlas area.
Zoom in
Zoom in to the rectangle on the map that the user defines by dragging the mouse.
Zoom out
Zoom in to the rectangle on the map that the user defines by dragging the mouse.
Pan
Pan (move) around the map.
Measure line
Measure a length on the map by clicking on the map. The distance of the defined line will appear.
Measure area
Measure an area on the map by clicking on the map to define a shape. The area of the shape will
appear.
Info
After clicking this tool, click on a feature in a visible layer to display its attributes. If the user clicks on
a location where multiple features are located from different visible layers, attributes from all such
features will be shown in the display window. Click the box above to choose the layer with the
feature of interest.
Link
The link button is used to bookmark the map, allowing you to send others a html web-address to the
current state of the map display when you hit the link button.
Add Marker
The marker button enables the user to enter the longitude/latitude coordinates of a point of interest
to be added as a marker to the map.
Draw point
Draw a point on the selected layer.
Draw line
Draw a line over the selected layer.
Draw polygon
Draw a polygon area feature over the selected layer.
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Delete drawn features
Remove all point, line, and polygon features added to the selected layer using the draw functions.
Print Map Area
*Tool in development* Enables users to print what they have visualised in the map area, saving it
either as a pdf map, or a jpeg image.
Add an external layer of information
If you can get a “WMS link” to a layer of data held somewhere else, you can add it into your SAFI
area using this tool. Details on how to do so are described below.

Look and Pane Layout
The SAFI web-GIS tool allows you to resize the individual panes to allow you a better look at the area you are
interested in.
Minimising Panes or adjusting pane boundaries
At the top right hand corner of the Search and Advanced tools area there is an Arrow symbol (indicated in
Figure 29with an orange arrow) which can be used to minimise the pane that is not of use to you. Left
clicking the same arrow again will re-instate the pane.
If you do not want to entirely minimise a pane, simply move the mouse over the boundary between two
panes until the move pane border symbol appears. Then simply left-click, hold, and drag the boundary to the
appropriate location. A grey line (indicated in Figure 29) will appear to temporarily represent the new pane
area, simply move it until it reaches an appropriate size, then release the mouse hold. All panels will
subsequently resize to your new areas.

Figure 29: Some pane adjustment tools for you to use
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Accessing information on the Science underpinning layers
The Information pane is where you can discover more about the layer (and underlying dataset) such as what
it describes, who made it, when was it made, how reliable it is (product limitations), and the context in which
it has been included in the atlas. Contained in the information is a link to the product document (Figure 30),
and information on how it relates to the subject matter of the Atlas. Via this link, you can access the
viewable, downloadable and printable product description document (Figure 30), scrutinising the layer
further, by looking at its underlying dataset’s processing algorithms, developers, and contact points for you
to examine the data’s potential further. This layered approach to presenting information about the data
enables you to briefly appraise the layer and dataset using the information pane, and explore further using
the link provided, ascertaining whether the data can be of use to you, and who to contact regarding the data
displayed. Should you wish to obtain a copy of the data, you will have to contact the source owner directly,
using the contact information contained in the product document.

A

B

Figure 30: Accessing in-depth information about a product being displayed. The link to product documentation is highlighted in panel
A. Whilst the pdf view obtained, through which the product can also be downloaded, is shown in panel B.
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The Advanced tools in SAFI ADVANCED – powered by the Coastal-TEP.
SAFI ADVANCED service provides four tools which enable you to specify
what information you need, and access this information which is held in
Earth Observation data. It does so using a unique link between the SAFI
ADVANCED service, and the ESA-funded Coastal Thematic Exploitation
Platform (also known as the Coastal-TEP, or C-TEP). For further
information on the Coastal-TEP, see http://coastal-tep.eo.esa.int.
The four tools, and how to use them are detailed below. It advisable to read through each tool starting at
the beginning, as each described tool builds upon the procedures described in the previous tool.
The four advanced tools are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Time-series extraction
Statistics over space
Statistics over time
Mask generation

All are accessed using the “Create New Layer” tab in the Layers and Advanced tools pane (indicated in Figure
31).

Figure 31: Your access point to SAFI’s advanced tools, enabling you to create your own information layers.
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Time-series extraction for a point-site of interest (Time-series Extraction).
For those who want to examine how environmental parameters, or conditions fluctuate in their area of
interest over time, the SAFI ADVANCED tool provides a time-series extraction tool. To use this, first click on
the “Time-series extraction” box, to activate the input window (Figure 32). Take the coordinate
picker
tool, and place it over your site of interest (using the mouse, left click and hold). Automatically, Longitude
and Latitude are populated with the picker tool coordinates. Alternatively, you can manually enter the
coordinates of interest.

Figure 32: The input window for the Time-series extraction tool.

Next, define your area (region) of interest (Figure 33), the date range you want information from (Figure
34), and select your parameter of interest from the drop down menu provided (Figure 35), and hit “search”
(Figure 35)

Figure 33: Select the wider Area of interest (Europe or Morocco)
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Figure 34: Select the date range over which you want data related to your site.

Figure 35: Select the parameter of interest you want the time-series of, and the “search” button.

The window will be populated with a long list of filenames (Figure 36) which the engine will search to find
your data values. Confirm that these match the parameter you are looking for, then click on “OK”. The SAFI
Tool will package your information request and send it to the Coastal Thematic Exploitation Platform to do
all the processing for you. A “Request Submitted” notice will appear (Figure 37). Simply click “OK” and
continue working on something else should you wish to. The C-TEP can process huge quantities of data far
faster than your desktop can. Processing time can be from 10 seconds to 5 minutes. Whilst this is happening
a task will appear in the bottom left hand corner (indicated in Figure 37), along with a status (“dispatched”,
“queued”, or “running”).
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Figure 36: All set to go, parameters, dates, and site selected, with datasets ready for analysis.

Figure 37: Confirmation that your time-series data request has been sent to the Coastal TEP.

When the data extraction is completed, a notice will appear on your screen (Figure 38). Move your mouse
over your process in the Task pane (see Figure 38), and left click. The result window appears, with some
basic details on your task, and a download option (in orange – indicated in Figure 38). Click on this link, and
an option to open the file will appear in the download area of your web-browser (shown here using Google
Chrome). To open, unzip the downloaded .csv file, unzip it, and use a programme such as Microsoft Excel
(Figure 40), or a programme more appropriate to your needs such as a text editor, to examine your data.
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Figure 38: Your task is complete, and your generated data ready to collect.

Figure 39: Your information is now available to download onto your computer.
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Figure 40: Opening the time-series extraction results on your desktop.

Extracting parameter statistics over an area of interest (Statistics Over Space, or “SOS”).
The second tool that the SAFI ADVANCED toolkit has allows you to extract summary statistics of sites within
an area of interest to you, for multiple acquisitions of satellite (or other) data. This allows you to summarise
your site not only as a point, but as an area, extracting the area statistics for every dataset available over
your time range. The statistics generated essentially provide an area summary of parameters for each time
needed. Statistics provided are the Mean area value, the Median area value, Standard Deviation of area
values, Maximum area value, and Minimum area value, for every dataset you have selected.
To begin, activate the “Statistics over space” tool in the “Create new layer” tab (Figure 41). Use the “Drag
box” function (left click and hold, then release when box is drawn) to select an area for study, as shown in
Figure 41. Upon releasing, the boundary inputs will automatically populate (North, South East and West).
Alternatively, you can manually type in these boundaries should you already know the designated area you
are interested in.

Figure 41: The input window for the Statistics over Space extraction tool.
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Next, as with time-series extraction (Figure 33, Figure 34, and Figure 35, ) fill in your region, date range, and
parameter requirements, hitting “search” to find all your datasets. Click on “OK” and the system will package
your request and send it off to the Coastal TEP for processing, confirming that it has done so (Figure 42).
Note that whilst it is processing you can continue working on other aspects of your investigation (shown in
Figure 42).

A

B

Figure 42: Confirmation that your request has been packaged and sent to the Coastal-TEP (A), and that once cleared, you can
continue to work on exploring your area whilst the TEP does the processing (B).
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When the processing is completed, your extracted data is sent back to the SAFI ADVANCED web-GIS tool,
which lets you know that it is ready to collect (Figure 43). To access the result, simply click on “SOS Result
XX” (here shown as “SOS Result 11”), and click on the “download” link (all highlighted in Figure 43).
Clicking on “download” lets your web-browser download the zipped folder (Figure 44), containing the .csv
data file (shown here using Google Chrome). To open, unzip the downloaded file, unzip it, and use a
programme such as Microsoft Excel (Figure 45), or a text editor programme, to examine your data.

Figure 43: Confirmation that your data extraction task is complete, and ready to download.

Figure 44: Data downloaded and ready to open.
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Figure 45: Examining your Statistics over space data

Extracting parameter statistics over time (Statistics Over Time, or “SOT”)
The third tool that the SAFI ADVANCED toolkit is designed to help you when you need to know the general
characteristics of an area, without the time to get the per day data for each pixel (square in an image), and
summarise all the statistics. The SOT (Statistics Over Time) enables you to get a set of five summary statistics
for every pixel in your area of interest, summarising multiple measurements from multiple acquisitions of
environmental data over time.
The statistics generated essentially provide an area summary of parameters over the time period you are
interested in. Statistics provided for each pixel in your area are the pixels Mean value, Median value,
Standard Deviation, Maximum value, and Minimum value, over the whole time range you have selected, are
extracted.

Figure 46: The input window for the Statistics over Time extraction tool, with the area selection box tool highlighted.

To begin, select the “Statistics over time” tool in the “Create New Layer” tab (shown in Figure 46). Figure 46
also shows the “Drag box” tool which enables you to select your area of interest, which can alternatively be
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done entering the values for North, South, East, and West manually. As with both “Time-series extraction”
(Figures Figure 33, Figure 34, and Figure 35), and “Statistics over space” (Figure 41), enter your parameter of
interest, wider region of interest, and date range into the tool window. For the “Statistics Over Time” tool,
there is also a useful tool which enables you to select which months every year you are interested in. It is
worth noting that leaving all months unticked will instruct the system to gather data on every month. This is
the default setting, which is changed by you specifically ticking on months of interest to you. Hit “Search” to
populate the full window, and “OK” to submit the task for processing. The task is now packaged by the
system and sent to the Coastal-TEP for processing. As with all of the “Create New Layer” Advanced tools,
your task will appear in the bottom right corner (see Figure 47). Clicking on this periodically will reveal the
status of processing – “Queued”, “Launched”, “Running” etc. (Figure 48).

Figure 47: Clicking on the task number (here “SOT Result 12”), whilst the process is running
allows you to view the current status of your task.

Figure 48: The task status updates whilst the Coastal-TEP moves the process through its list of procedures, updating the SAFI service,
and you, as to the current status (here “running).
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It is also worth noting, that whilst the Coastal-TEP is processing your task, you can continue exploring your
area of interest, define another task, or explore other areas (Figure 49, and Figure 50). When the task is
completed and your data is ready to be accessed, the SAFI ADVANCED tool will notify you (Figure 51).
Clicking on the task activates a status window with the associated download link, to download the data using
your web-browser (here done using Google Chrome). This is shown in Figure 52.

Figure 49: Continuing your site or area appraisal while the Coastal-TEP processes your task.

Figure 50: Checking on your tasks progress whilst exploring your area.
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Figure 51: Notification that your data extraction request is complete, and your data ready to download.

4
2
1

3
Figure 52: Accessing your downloadable data. Figure shows (1) the Results pane with your task (“SOT Result 12”), (2) the download
link, and finally (3) the downloaded file in your web-browser. Also indicated are (4) the task details, including geographical boundary
coordinates (North, South East and West).

The downloaded data is contained in a zipped folder. Download this onto your computer and unzip it to
extract the data folder. Contained in it will be the summarised data in .tif format (Figure 53). Accessing this
information will require the use of GIS software (e.g. the commercial ArcGIS product suite, or open source
solutions such as Q-GIS) to visualise the data (Figure 54). Note that the .tif image files are not georeferenced. This means you will have to geo-reference the .tif file to get it to display in the correct location
for further work comparing it to other datasets on your computer. For georeferencing please note that you
should use the WGS1984 Geographic Coordinate System, in Decimal degrees. Boundary values can be
found in the results panel shown in Figure 52(4) above.
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Figure 53: The results you will obtain from the Statistics over Time. Values are given in the form of .tif images, which require a GIS
tool such as Q-GIS (non-commercial), or ArcGIS (commercial) to examine.

Figure 54: Examining your Statistics over Time data in ArcGIS. Shown is the mean Chlorophyll concentration (in mg/m3) in the
example site over 5 years. This chlorophyll indicates the food resource locally available for
many aquaculture species, or small pelagic fish species.
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“Mask Generation” to identify areas featuring a characteristic range of environmental conditions
The fourth ADVANCED tool for creating your own data layers is a tool for determining potential ranges. In
effect this tool creates a series of 1/0 mask images, where 1 = areas in which lie the environmental
parameter lies within defined tolerance limits (as input by you), and 0 = areas where the environmental
parameter exceeds the tolerance limits. Using this tool, and through informing yourself on the
environmental needs of a species of interest, you can determine areas where a species is more likely to live,
grow, and reproduce.
These 1/0 masks can be downloaded onto your desktop computer, and using basic raster calculation
functions in your GIS software, be combined to produce potential niche maps, to help you assess an areas
suitability for a particular species.
To begin, select the “Mask generation” tool in the “Create New Layer” tab (shown in Figure 55). For each
parameter of interest, you must input your threshold values. For example, if a species cannot live in waters
above 16oC, then 16 is a maximum (“Max”) threshold when looking at the Sea Surface Temperature (SST)
parameter. Likewise, if the species cannot survive below 2oC, then 2 is a minimum (“Min”) threshold for the
SST, which is included in the same line (Figure 55). You can also add other parameters, with each definition
of species tolerance limits for each different parameter taking up a new line.
There are a range of options for thresholds beyond “Max” and “Min”. For example, you can select a
threshold median value, mean, or even Percentiles of data. Explore these options and determine which
thresholds best suit your needs. Percentile XX datasets correspond to parameter values when the data is
XX% higher over a defined period. The percentile products proposed, as well as Means, Min, Max, and
standard deviation, have all been generated for a reference period of at last 5 years among the most years
available.

Figure 55: the “Mask generation” tool, and threshold input window. Shown are some imaginary species temperature and chlorophyll
tolerance levels input for this example analysis.
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Once your thresholds are defined, click on “OK”, and the request is sent to the Coastal-TEP for processing. As
with all of the “Create New Layer” Advanced tools, your task will appear in the bottom right corner (see
Figure 55). Clicking on this periodically will reveal the status of processing – “Queued”, “Launched”,
“Running” etc. (Figure 47 and Figure 48). When the task is completed and your data is ready to be accessed,
the SAFI ADVANCED tool will notify you (Figure 51 above). Clicking on the task activates a status window
with the associated download link, to download the data using your web-browser (here done using Google
Chrome). This is shown in Figure 52 above.
The data extracted here is delivered in the same format (.tif) as delivered by the “Statistics over time” tool
(Figure 53). However, in this case, a final mask (“final_mask.tif”), and set of underpinning threshold files are
produced, each composed of a 1/0 mask. This can be georeferenced (to the WGS1984 Geographic
Coordinate System), and explored further using your own GIS software and tools. An example is shown in
Figure 56, where transparent areas (with a value of 0) show regions where the temperatures exceed the
tolerance levels defined (or lie outside the chosen area of interest), and pink areas (with a value of 1) show
areas where temperatures are within tolerance levels.

Figure 56: An example of the final product of a Mask Generation analysis, showing areas
in Western European waters where temperatures remain within a 2oC-16oC set of limits.

It is also worth noting that the result provided for download also contains all the individual underpinning
masks, parameter by parameter. This enables you to identify the limiting factors, as well as critically explore
the composite mask considering all of your specified criteria.

Getting Access to the SAFI ADVANCED Web-GIS tool – How to.
To access the SAFI Advanced Service (Web-GIS and remote processing tools), contact us using the
contact@safiservices.eu, including your contact details. A member of our team will then contact you, and
work with you to define an access solution that meets your exact commercial needs.
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Annex: The Science Underpinning the SAFI Services
The information delivered by the SAFI service to Decision Makers is founded on the research undertaken by
the SAFI team during the FP7-funded phase of SAFI’s development. These indicator products, and their
origins are briefly described in this Annex, through a series of information pages (submitted as the SAFI
Outcome Documents – D5.8 – during the FP-7 funded SAFI project). Links to further information and the
technical documents underpinning them are to be found at the end of each information page.
The following indicator and environmental measurement products are described, and are all available via
the SAFI Services website – www.safiservices.eu.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Bathymetry
Sea Surface Temperature front locations
Harmful Algal Bloom Detection – Karenia mikimotoi
Harmful Algal Bloom detection – Lepidodinium chlorophorum
Mussel Farming Site Selection
Mussel Growth Indicators
Salmon Aquaculture Site Selection
Sea Bass / Sea Bream Aquaculture Site Selection
Small Pelagic Spawning
Bivalve Maturation Indicators
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- End of the document -
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